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Abstract. Social tagging is an increasingly popular way to describe latent
semantic information of web resources and thus is widely used to improve the
performance of information retrieval system. However, there also has been
significant variance of the quality of social tags because they can be annotated
by folks on the web freely. As a consequence, how to measure the quality of
social tags (referred to as social tag confidence) becomes an important issue. In
this paper, we propose a statistic model to measure the confidence of social tags
by utilizing a combination of three attributes of a social tag: web resource, tag,
and tagging user. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our model, two
experiments are performed with datasets crawled from del.icio.us. Experimental
results show that our model has a better performance than other approaches
with respect to Normalized Discounted Cumulated Gain (NDCG). In addition,
F-1 measure of tagged web page clustering performance is also increased when
our model is applied to filter the noisy social tags with low tag confidence.
Keywords: tag confidence, semantic similarity, clustering, information retrieval.

1 Introduction
Along with the dramatic increase in the amount of web resources during recent years,
web users are overwhelmed by the massive contents on the web. It is a non-trivial
task for users to search and select information of their favorites. On the other hand,
social tags have emerged as a valuable complement data source because to some
extent they can describe latent semantic information of web resources. Consequently,
social tags are widely used to improve information retrieval system effectively in
various ways, such as optimizing page ranking using social tag [1][2], retrieving more
semantically related images for an image retrieval system by exploiting textural social
tag information of images[3], enhancing classifying and clustering effectiveness of
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web resources by means of social tag exploration[4][5], and utilizing social tag to
improve language model for information retrieval[6].
However, social tag is a form of folksonomy, which refers to an open Internetbased collaborative method allowing folks on the web to describe or categorize web
resources such as web pages, photographs and videos with text labels freely. It can be
viewed as metadata of web resources generated by normal web users, which means
there is a significant difference of quality between social tag and professional creation
of metadata. Instead of being generated by specialists with expertise, social tags are
usually created by the user arbitrarily without any control or expertise knowledge.
Therefore, social tags also reveal problems caused by ambiguity and synonymy.
Mathes et al. [7] cited several examples of ambiguous tags and synonymous tags in
Delicious. For instance, the tag “Tiger” is used by many users to annotate web
resources about creature tiger. However, some users may use it to tag web resources
about Tiger Woods, who is an American professional golfer. Synonymous tags, like
“mac” and “macintosh”, “blog” and “weblog” are also widely used. On the other
hand, some social tags are more likely created based on personal subjective judgment
[8] so that these social tags have no semantic association with the tagged web
resource. Besides, there also have been other problems of social tags such as mistagging due to spelling errors and tagging the same web resource cross different
language. As a consequence, there are a large amount of noisy tags with low
confidence on the web. More seriously, noisy social tags with low confidence will
reduce the performance when they are utilized in IR system.
In order to deal with the problems of social tags, tag recommendation technique
has been proposed and widely used to help user to annotate web resource more
accurately [9]. However, tag recommendation is mainly based on the analysis the
contents of web resource, the credibility of social annotation user usually is not taken
into account.
In this paper, we propose a model to measure the confidence of social tags so that
it can identify and filter the noisy tags with low confidence. Our model is based on the
following assumptions: (1) Tags created by the user with higher credibility should
have higher confidence score. (2) The tags with higher semantic relation with tagged
resource should have higher confidence score. Following these assumptions, we
utilize a combination of three attributes of social tag: resource, tag and tagging user
for measuring the confidence of social tags. In order to evaluate our model, we
conducted two experiments on a dataset crawled from del.icio.us. Experimental
results show that our model can achieve much higher NDCG value for tag ranking
and improve the accuracy for web page clustering after filtering the noisy tags with
lower tag confidence. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to measure
the tag confidence for enhancements of an information retrieval system by making
full use of three attributes of social tag: resource, tag, and tagging user.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes related work
on social tags and the applications of confidence of web resources and social tags.
Section 3 sets out the definition of the confidence of social tags. The core of our
paper, Section 4, proposes a method that is used to measure the confidence of social
tags. Section 5 presents the experiments and numerical results. Finally, we draw a
conclusion and discuss future work in Section 6.
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2 Related Work
2.1 Research on Social Tags
As a new way of user-generated data, social tag can benefit many applications, such
as information retrieval [10][11], semantic web [12], web page clustering [13] and
user interest mining [14].
Besides the work mentioned above, Krestel et al. [15] introduce an approach based
on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to extract latent topics from resources with a
fairly stable and complete tag set to recommend topics for new resources with only a
few tags, which is more useful for searching and recommending resources to users.
Ramage et al. [5] address one central question of how tagging data can be used to
improve web document clustering and propose a novel generative clustering
algorithm based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation. Körner et al. [16] analyze the
influence of individual tagging practices in collaborative tagging systems on the
emergence of global tag semantics. They raise a hypothesis that the quality of the
emergent semantics depends on the pragmatics of tagging and propose four different
statistical measures to assign users to two broad classes of categorizers and describers.
Koutrika et al. [17] present that tagging systems become more susceptible to tag
spam, they propose a framework to model tagging systems and user tagging behavior,
and describe a novel approach to rank documents based on taggers' reliability.
Additionally, social tags are also widely used in the image retrieval area. Wu et al.
[18] introduce a tag recommendation approach based on the learning, which generates
ranking features from multi-modality correlations, and learns an optimal combination
of these ranking features from different modalities. Liu et al. [19] propose a tag
ranking approach in which the tags of an image can be automatically ranked
according to their relevance with the image content by performing a random walk
over a tag similarity to refine the relevance scores.
2.2 Research on the Confidence of Web Resources and Social Tags
The research on the confidence of web information has not been explored widely in
the information retrieval area. Akamine et al. [20] describe an information confidence
analysis system named WISDOM, which can automatically evaluate the confidence
of information available on the Web from multiple viewpoints.
Meanwhile, there also has been a few works on the confidence (or the quality) of
social tags. Lee et al. [8] propose a method measuring tag confidentiality from visual
semantics of image by analyzing the associated visual information and ontology
information in image retrieval. Zhu et al. [21] use tag to summarize web document,
they measure tag confidence by calculating the user-tag adjacency matrix iteratively.
This work has achieved some interesting results, however, this kind of tag confidence
measurement doesn’t consider the contents of web pages. In order to identify
appropriate tags and eliminate spam and noise, Xu et al. [22] formulate some general
criteria for a good tagging system, and by using these criteria, they propose a
collaborative tag suggestion algorithm to single out high quality tags.
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Different from the works mentioned above, we propose a model to measure the
confidence of social tags using the combination of the credibility of users, the content
items of web pages, and the relationships among users, tags, and resources.

3 Definition of Tag Confidence
In this paper, the confidence of a tag t with respect to a web page d is denoted by
Conf(t, d), which represents how much the tag t is semantically related to the tagged
web page d. The value of Conf(t, d) is ranged from 0 to 1. If the tag t is quite bound
up with the web page d, its confidence value is close to 1. Otherwise, tag confidence
value is close to 0.
The main idea of our work is inspired by the paper of Lee et al. [8], in which they
propose a method measuring tag confidence from visual semantics of image by
analyzing the associated visual information and ontology information in image
retrieval. However, they haven’t considered the impact of tagging user on the
confidence of tag.
Intuitively, Conf(t, d) should be determined by the following three factors:
(1)

(2)

(3)

The credibility of the tagging user. Since social tags of web resources are
created by users, the confidence of tags will be determined by the tagging users.
The higher credibility of the user, the higher confidence of the tag generated by
the user should be.
The semantic similarity between web pages. Tag t of web page d can be viewed
as keywords or summarization of d. Given a web page d’ which is mostly
semantically similar to d, if the tag t’ has high confidence with respect to web
page d’ and tag t’ is highly similar to the tag t, then tag t should also has high
confidence with respect to web page d. Therefore it is necessary to assess the
semantic of web page content items in order to measure the confidence of a tag.
The semantic similarity between tags. Under the above consideration, the
semantic similarity between tags will also make contribution to the
measurement of tag confidence. In order to calculate the semantic similarity
between tags, the co-occurrence relationship between tags can be utilized. Two
tags have co-occurrence relationship when they are annotated to a same web
page.

Based on these considerations, the confidence value of social tag t with respect to
document d is determined by a function F with three factors, which can be defined by:
( , ) = ( ( ),

( ,

),

( , ))

(1)

where Conf(t, d) is the confidence value of tag t with respect to d, C(u) is the
credibility of user u, CS(d, d’) is the semantic similarity between web page d and d’,
TS(t, t’) is the semantic similarity between tag t and t’, tag t and t’ are annotated to the
web page d and d’, respectively. In particular, the higher value of three factors of F,
the higher value of Conf(t, d) should be.
In the next section, we will provide a specific implementation of this idea to
measure the confidence of social tags.
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4 Proposed Method
As mentioned in section 3, we will use a combination of the credibility of users, the
semantic similarity among web pages and the semantic similarity among tags to
measure the confidence of social tags. The calculating procedure of our model is
described as follows.
In order to calculate the confidence of a target tag t with respect to a target web
page d, we need to calculate the credibility of users who use the target tag t to
annotate the target web page d at first. In the next step, we select top N semantically
similar web pages of the target web page d by calculating the semantic similarity
between d and each other web page in our dataset based on vector space model.
Furthermore, we build a similarity measurement model based on probability statistics
to calculate the semantic similarity between each pair of tags, in which one is
annotated to the target web page d and the other is annotated to the one of the selected
top N semantically similar web pages. Finally, we use a model named UCTM (user,
page content items and social tag) to combine the aforementioned three results to
calculate the confidence of target tag t with respect to a target web page d. The
procedure of our method is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The procedure for calculating social tag confidence

4.1 The Credibility of Users
In general, users play a significant role in social annotation system. A high credibility
user is apt to create high quality tags. Therefore, the higher credibility of a user, the
higher confidence of social tags generated by the user will be.
Based on this consideration, we quantify the credibility of users through an
iterative model. The iterative algorithm is inspired by the work of Zhu et al [21].
They propose an algorithm named EigenTag to calculate user scores and tag scores.
They deem that there exists a mutually reinforcing relationship between users and
tags and describe this relationship as a tag-user graph with an adjacency matrix.
However, they only consider the relationship between user and tag, the annotated web
resource has not been taken into account. In order to calculate the credibility of users,
we firstly model the relationships between users, tags and resources by three
adjacency matrixes, as shown in Fig. 2. The relationships are illustrated by the usertag-resources graph and the three corresponding adjacency matrixes M, N, P. which
are tag-user matrix, resource-tag matrix and user-resource matrix, respectively.
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P =⎢

Fig. 2. Users-tags-resources relationship graph and adjacency matrixes

If a user u uses a tag t to annotate resource r, then the entry (t, u) of matrix M, the
entry (r, t) of matrix N and the entry (u, t) of matrix N are all equals to 1. Let U be the
vector of user scores (u1, u2, ... , ux)T, T the vector of tag scores (t1, t2, ... , ty)T, R the
vector of resource scores (r1, r2, ... , rz)T. Then the user score can be calculated by the
following equations iteratively:
=

=

=

(2)

We initialize the vector U as (1, 1, ... 1), which means that we are impartial to every
user at first and they have the same credibility. In each iteration step, the score of each
tag is updated to the sum of the scores of all users annotating it, the score of each
resource is updated to the sum of scores of all tags annotated to it, and the score of
each user is updated to the sum of scores of all resources annotated by the user. The
three vectors need to be normalized after each iteration step. We iterate the above
three equations until the user scores converge. The credibility of a user will be set to
the corresponding score in the final user score vector.
4.2 Select Top N Semantically Similar Web Pages
In order to select top N similar web pages of the target web page, we model a web
page as a vector in vector space and calculating the similarity of each pair of web
pages. There are two general approaches to weighting the components of vector: tf
and tf-idf. In our paper, we use term frequency to weight the components of each
vector because tf-idf approach over-emphasizes the rarest terms.
Once we have vector representation of web pages, we apply cosine similarity to
calculate the semantic similarity between the target web page and the each other web
page in our dataset. We set a threshold to select top N web pages which are the most
similar to the target web page.
4.3 Tag Similarity
Social annotation is viewed as a set of triples constituted by users, tags and resources.
Each triple (u, r, t) represents user u annotates resource r with tag t. The similarity
measure between each pair of tags can be elicited by exploiting the relationships of
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these triples. In order to simplify the calculation, we use dimension reduction method
and represent a tag as a vector of resources.
The tag similarity calculation is based on the work proposed by Markines et al.
[23]. We define the notations as follows: t represents a tag and T is its vector
representation with resource components r1 to rn. In order to weight the components
of vector T, we use the entropy of resource r, denoted by –logp(r), as the weight of
the component r in vector T, where p(r) is the fraction of tags annotated to r.
Additionally, since there may be many users who use the tag t annotating the resource
r, we need to take the number of users into account in order to enlarge the weight of
the resource r. Hence the vector T of tag t can be represented as:
=(
=

,

,…,

)

( , )

(3)
( )

(4)

where N(t, ri) is the number of users who use tag t to annotate resource ri.
However, the Eq. (4) will encounter such a problem that if two tags are not
annotated to the same web page, the measure of similarity will yield a zero similarity.
In order to resolve the problem of zero similarity, it is reasonable to make the
assumption that if many users all employ the same pair of tags, the pair of tags might
be related even the pair of tags is not tagged to the same web page. Based on this
assumption, we add R* to the vector T:
=(

,

=

( , )

,…,

,

1/( ( )

=

)

(5)

( )

(6)

λ)

(7)

where N(t) is the number of users who own the tag t, λ is a smooth parameter which is
not less than 1.
When we obtain the vector representation of two tags, we can use cosine theorem to
calculate the similarity of two tags, the formula is given by
( , )=

|

|

||

||

(8)

where θ(t1,t2) represents the semantic similarity between tag t1 and tag t2.
4.4 Evaluating Tag Confidence
In order to measure the confidence of tag t with respect to the target web page d, we
build a model named UCTM which combine three attributes of social tag: the
credibility of user, the semantic similarity among web pages, and the semantic
similarity among social tags.
For a target web page TF with tag t, we can get top N similar web pages, which are
denoted by LF1, LF2, ... , LFn, respectively. Suppose each web page LFi(i=1, 2, ... n)
is annotated by tags lt1, lt2, ... , ltim, where im is the number of tags annotated to page
LFi. The confidence of tag t with respect to the target web page TF can be defined as
follows.
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(9)

C(u) is calculated by:
( )=

( ( ), (

), … , (

))

(10)

where u1, u2, ..., un are the users who use tag t to annotate web page TF, C(u) is the
credibility of user u whose credibility value is maximum among u1, u2, ..., un, CS(TF,
LFi) is the semantic similarity between web page TF and page LFi, TS(t, ltj) is the
semantic similarity between tag t and tag ltj.
For each top N similar web page LFi, we firstly calculate the maximum tag
similarity among its tags and the target tag t. Next, we integrate the credibility of
users, the web page similarity between LFi and LF, maximum tag similarity to
calculate intermediate results of each top N similar web page. Finally, the confidence
of tag t with respect to the target web page TF is calculated by averaging all
intermediate results of the top N similar web pages. The higher confidence value
signifies that the tag is highly related to associate web page.

5 Performance Evaluation
5.1 Experimental Settings and Evaluation Measurement
The experiments are conducted on a dataset partly crawled from the social annotation
site del.icio.us during July, 2010. After dataset preprocessing, the experimental
dataset consists of total number of 21770 tags, 14818 web pages and 20195 users.
We evaluated our model with two different measurements. The first measurement
is Normalized Discounted Cumulated Gain (NDCG), a kind of ranking accuracy
performance measure which shows how exactly an ordered list of objects ranked
automatically by a certain criteria matches the ordered list ranked manually by users
[24]. Once having calculated the confidence of all social tags with respect to each
document in our dataset, tags of each document are ranked by confidence value. Then
three hundred web pages are randomly selected from our dataset and 20 students are
invited to label each tag of each web page as one of four levels of relevance: (1)
irrelevant; (2) marginally relevant; (3) fairly relevant; (4) highly relevant. Given a
web page annotated by the tags t1, t2, ... , tn, we ranked them according to the
confidence value and the NDCG value is calculated by :
=

(2

()

1)/

(1

)

(11)

where r(i) is the relevance level of the ith tag and Zn is a normalization constant. After
computing the NDCG measures of each web page’s tag ranking list, we average 20
students’ NDCG value to obtain an evaluation measurement of tag confidence for
each web page.
Another evaluation measurement is to apply the confidence value calculated by our
model to filter the noisy tags which confidence value is lower than the predefined
threshold. After that, remained tags with higher confidence are utilized for a practical
application (web page clustering) to see that whether tags with higher confidence can
improve the F-1 measure of clustering results.
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5.2 NDCG Evaluation Reesult and Analysis
We use the following threee tag ranking criteria as NDCG measurement compariison
baseline of our tag confiden
nce strategy.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Tag TF Frequen
ncy. The tag TF frequency is defined as how many timees a
tag is annotated to a web page. We rank the tags by tag TF frequency and
DCG value with our model.
compare the ND
Tag TF-IDF Frequency.
F
A tag’s TF-IDF is the term frequeency
downweighted by
b the log ratio of the total number of web pages to the
number of web pages annotating by that tag. We rank the tags by tag T
TFIDF frequency and
a compare the NDCG value with our model.
EigenTag. In orrder to compare with the method proposed by Zhu ett al.
[21], we also haave implemented the algorithm described in this paper and
calculation resullt is compared with our model.

Fig. 3. Performancce comparison of different strategies of tag confidence

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 3. One can see that our methhod
outperforms TF, TF-IDF and
a EigenTag by about 29%, 27% and 17%, respectively.
TF and TF-IDF only take statistical
s
information of tags into count. EigenTag, whhich
consider both users and tag
gs, has better performance than TF and TF-IDF. Howevver,
it doesn’t consider the sem
mantic information of web page content items. Our moodel
achieves the best performan
nce because it considers the information from the qualityy of
users, web page content item
ms, and the relationships among users, tags, and resourcces.
5.3 Evaluation Results off Web Clustering
In order to evaluate our mo
odel more effectively, we took the web clustering algoritthm
proposed by Ramage et al.. [5] as a baseline for comparison. Their method uses Kmeans clustering algorithm
m with the combination of social tags and web page woords
in three ways: Using Word--only, Using Tag-only and Using Tag+Word.
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To evaluate the F-1 performance of clustering, we use a subset of partly crawled
data collection from del.icio.us that is also presented in Open Directory Project (ODP)
(http://www.dmoz.org/). ODP is the largest, most comprehensive human-edited
directory of the Web. For every web page presented in ODP, we use the root category
of that page as our clustering evaluation gold standard. The clustering evaluation
measure we used is F-1 metrics [25].
First, we cluster the web pages without applying the strategy of tag confidence. In
order to evaluate our model more objectively, we perform three experiments and in
each excrement we use feature selection algorithm to select 500, 800, 1000 words,
respectively. We also set the number of tags equal to the number of words. The F-1
values for Word-only, Tag-only, and Tag+Word are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The clustering result not using the strategy of tag confidence

Word-only
Tag-only
Tag+Word

tag, word = 500
0.1739
0.2101
0.2160

tag, word = 800
0.1904
0.2101
0.2031

tag, word = 1000
0.1937
0.2103
0.2039

Table 1 show that the performance of clustering using Tag-only is better than using
Word-only. However, the performance of clustering using Tag+Word doesn’t always
outperform Tag-only method. The main reason is some words occurred in web pages
act as noise so that they affect the performance of clustering.
Next, we apply the strategy of tag confidence to cluster our web pages. We firstly
filter some tags whose confidence is relatively low for a web page. Next we mark the
remained tags of a web page as Tag’ and cluster the dataset using Tag’-only and
Tag’+Word. The final results of clustering are shown in Table 2 and Table 3.
Table 2. The clustering result using Tag-only and Tag’-only

Tag-only
Tag’-only

tag, word = 500
0.2101
0.2150

tag, word = 800
0.2101
0.2155

tag, word = 1000
0.2103
0.2153

Table 3. The clustering result using Tag+Word and Tag’+Word

Tag+Word
Tag’+Word

tag, word = 500
0.2160
0.2215

tag, word = 800
0.2031
0.2242

tag, word = 1000
0.2039
0.2338

The clustering results show that our model can improve F-1 score by about 2.4%
averagely when using Tag-only and F-1 score is increased more significantly by 2.5% to
14.7% when using Tag+Word. By examining the F-1 results, one can see that
Tag’+Word has the best clustering result after applying the strategy of tag confidence to
web page clustering. The reason is that there are some noisy tags with lower confidence
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in our dataset which will downgrade the clustering performance and these noisy tags are
filtered according their tag confidence calculated by our model. Thus we can obtain a
new tag set with higher confidence which is more beneficial for web clustering.

6 Conclusion
During recent years, social tags are emerged as complement metadata source and
widely used for improving the performance of an information retrieval system.
However, there also has been considerable variation in the confidence of social tags
while the confidence of social tags has a lot of impacts on the performance of
information retrieval system. In this paper, we have proposed a novel measurement
model of tag confidence for estimating the quality of social tags. In order to measure
the confidence more accurately, the model takes full account of three attributes of
social tag: resource, tag, and tagging user. Experimental results show that our tag
confidence model can assess the quality of social tag more accurately than other
methods. In addition, the F-1 measure of tagged web page clustering performance is
also increased when our model is applied to filter the noisy social tags.
Acknowledgments. This work is supported by National Natural Science Foundation
of China under Grant 60873225, 60773191, 70771043, National High Technology
Research and Development Program of China under Grant 2007AA01Z403.
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